
Creative Writing II 
with Johnny Worthen 

Week 5 – Sh!ing
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Today’s Plan

• Simile and Metaphor


• Writing goals


• Editors


• Critique groups


• Workshop
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Workshop  
Homework
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EXERCISE: Flash Simile

• Complete these similes (be original!) 

• He was as soft as ________


• She was smarter than __________


• They were more scared than __________


• I was as surprised as a __________
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Metaphor
• Imagery that describes something by saying it is 

something else. 

• Not too many


• Not too close together


• Make them work


• Powerful tool


• Don’t compromise for cliche
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Extended Metaphor
• Extended Metaphor is a metaphor developed 

over several lines or sentences

All the world’s a stage, 
And all the men and women merely players; 
They have their exits and their entrances; 
And one man in his time plays many parts, 
His acts being seven ages. — The Bard

In a sense we’ve come to our nation’s capital to 
cash a check. When the architects of our 
republic wrote the magnificent words of the 
Constitution and the Declaration of 
Independence, they were signing a promissory 
note to which every American was to fall heir. 
This note was a promise that all men, yes, black 
men as well as white men, would be guaranteed 
the “unalienable Rights” of “Life, Liberty and 
the pursuit of Happiness.” It is obvious today 
that America has defaulted on this promissory 
note, insofar as her citizens of color are 
concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred 
obligation, America has given the Negro people 
a bad check, a check which has come back 
marked “insufficient funds.” —MLK
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EXERCISE: Comparing
• Make a list of 4 random nouns

• Take the first one and then compare it to the three others: 

• How is #1 like #2, like #3, like #4?  

• Come up with at least two ways each 

• For Example: 

• A peach is like a boat because they can both be the 
difference between living and dying. 

• A peach is like a boat because they can both carry 
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Why are you writing?
• Goals and expectations


• Professional vs. Amateur


• Artistic Expression


• Art for Art’s Sake


• Fame, Fortune


• Career
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Writing with Others
• Critique partners


• + Feedback 


• Required at some point


• - “Everyone’s a critic”


• Many cooks


• Writing Groups


• Social club for introverts


• Networking


• Connections


• Support group
“15 of the Best Online Writing 

Communities for Aspiring Authors” 
https://blog.reedsy.com/writing-community/

The League of Utah Writers is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to offering friendship, education, and 

encouragement to the writers and poets of Utah.  
Our organization aids our members in the improvement 

of their craft and support of their goals. 
https://www.leagueofutahwriters.com
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Getting 
Help

• Lots of professional 
editors out there to 
help.


• Can be costly


• Beta Readers


• Friends


• Community
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Publishing Choices
• Traditional vs. Self Published


• Pros and Cons to each


• Long on-going debate in writing community


• Changing face of publishing


• audience, production, fads…


• Today it’s never been easier to be published; but never 
been harder to be read
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Special Audience
• Personal


• Journal


• Growth


• Family


• Memoir


• Family History
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Homework for Week 6
• Read How to Become a Writer, Lorrie Moore


• Write


• Up to 600 word story for critique


• Beginning, middle, and end


• description, dialog, theme, senses and subtext 

• Bonus: use an Extended Metaphor
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